NO PROBLEMS AT THIS TIME.

0745/0750  SUBJECT CONTACT- 1440 VINE STREET- N/ SIDEWALK
WE OBSERVED AND AWOKE A M/W SLEEPING ACROSS THE SIDEWALK. HE WAS GATHERING HIS THINGS AS WE LEFT.

0750/0755  SUBJECT / OUTREACH CONTACT (5)- 1400 EL CENTRO AVENUE-SIDWALK- ENCAMPMENT
WE AWOKE THREE INSIDE A TENT AND TWO SLEEPING ACROSS THE SIDEWALK. THEY WERE GATHERING THEIR THINGS AS WE LEFT.

0750/0755  SUBJECT / OUTREACH CONTACT (6)- 6210 SUNSET BLVD (2)- OUT OF THE CLOSET- ENCAMPMENT
WE AWOKE TWO AND ADVISED FOUR ADDITIONAL CAMPING AT THE LOCATION. THEY WERE GATHERING THEIR THINGS AS WE LEFT.

0755/0800  OUTREACH- 1500 BLOCK OF GORDON AVENUE- E/ SIDE OF STREET
YESTERDAY WE RECEIVED A CALL FROM KERRY’S OFFICE REGARDING A VEHICLE SHE OBSERVED. THE VEHICLE, A GREY BUICK LIC#, WAS UNOCCUPIED BUT CONTAINED A CHILD SEAT, FORMULA AND OTHER ITEMS POSSIBLY INDICATING THE OWNER OF THE VEHICLE IS HOMELESS WITH A CHILD. YESTERDAY WE LEFT A PATH CARD AND FLIER WITH LOCAL, FAMILY FRIENDLY HOMELESS SERVICES ON THE WINDSHIELD. THIS MORNING, THE CARD AND PAPER WERE GONE. THE VEHICLE WAS UNOCCUPIED AND SOME ITEMS APPEARED TO BE IN DIFFERENT SPOTS.

0805/0810  SUBJECT CONTACT- 6450 SUNSET BLVD- STAPLES PARKING LOT
WE OBSERVED AND AWOKE A M/W SLEEPING IN THE REAR PARKING LOT. HE WAS GATHERING HIS THINGS AS WE LEFT.

0805/0810  SUBJECT CONTACT (3)- 1400 BLOCK OF COLE PLACE-SIDWALK
WE OBSERVED AND AWOKE THREE SLEEPING ACROSS THE SIDEWALK. THEY WERE GATHERING THEIR THINGS AS WE LEFT.

0825/0835  RADIO CALL- 6200 SUNSET BLVD- THE CAR WASH
WE RECEIVED A CALL FOR 6-7 TRESPASSING ON THE PROPERTY. UPON ARRIVAL, WE ADVISED TWO AND MADE CONTACT WITH PR-SAM. HE EXPLAINED THAT HE DIDN’T MIND THEM SLEEPING ON THE PROPERTY JUST AS LONG AS THEY ARE GONE BY 0730.